
VIAFY CORE SOLUTION
Everything you need to manage your fleet..... 
on one single platform!

Live GPS Tracking
Our Live Map gives you real-time visibility of every 
vehicle in your fleet. View precise GPS location 
and speed. Get visual cues for speeding buses and 
off-route/off-time alerts. Overlay planned routes 
and stops and compare them with your day-to-
day actuals. Click on any vehicle to get live driver, 
speed, and route information. Live Map shows you 
everything you need to know when you need it.

Fleet Management + Live 
Diagnostics
Everyone knows that a healthy fleet means a 
healthy wallet. When we combine our GPS tracking 
capabilities with the ability to read the information 
directly from your vehicle’s port, you get a 24/7 fleet 
maintenance solution. Create unlimited services, 
register every maintenance done to your vehicles, get 
notifications for scheduled revisions, and receive live 
alerts for mechanical or electrical error codes..

Routing: Building, Optimization 
and Management
Routing doesn’t have to be a headache. Whether 
you’re planning routes from scratch or optimizing 
your current runs, Viafy’s artificial intelligence helps 
you get the job done right and fast. What about 
route editing and management? Our easy-to-use 
and intuitive platform will make routing as easy as 
ABC.

Customizable Reporting
Turn your data into insights with our powerful 
reporting system. Choose from various reports 
ranging from speeding vehicles to mileage 
tracking to excessive idling and route performance 
information. Compare planned vs. actuals or use 
GPS data to view historic vehicle activity. Need 
something else? Build your custom reports and set 
up automated deliveries and notifications.

And more!
• Web-based solution with two years of unlimited cloud storage.
• With our Admin and Driver app’s, access Viafy from anywhere at any time.
• Reduce unnecessary work through our FREE Integrations with Student Information Systems, third-party 

routing solutions, and Payroll software.
• Enjoy our FREE and unlimited top-notch, on-demand training and support.
• Exclusive access to Viafy’s Academy for a collection of videos and self-help guides for you to make the most 

of your Viafy experience.



VIAFY ADD-ONS
Need more? We’ve got you covered!

Parent App
Empower parents and students through our Parent App 
Allow them to set custom proximity (time and distance) 
alerts to notify them when their bus is coming to their 
stop. Send quick communications to app users. All while 
reducing parents time-consuming calls.

Our Parent And is a win/win situation!

V-Clock (Timesheets)
Track drivers working hours, input contract and wage 
information, set butter times, get overtime alerts, and 
dig into our reporting system. Our V-clock solution makes 
it easy for employees to register and keep track of their 
hours while helping administrators stick to the budget. 
What’s even better? The possibility of integrating all this 
into your payroll system.

V-Check (Pre and Post-Trip Inspection)
Safety has always been at the heart of school 
transportation. Our V-Check solution allows you to capture 
protocol compliance. Choose between existing templates 
or create your own; users will use our Driver App to 
complete forms and produce a digital audit trail to improve 
accountability and transparency while reducing your 
liabilities.

V-Pass (Student Ridership and 
Attendance)
Track student ridership and attendance through the use of 
REID technology. View live information for students riding 
the bus or jump into your historical reports. Receive for 
students scanning into the wrong bus and/or stop.

Ability to integrate with our Parent App to provide parents 
with visibility of their kids as they get on or off the bus.

V-Trip (Field Trips)
Centralize field trip planning. Involve teachers, coaches 
school and transportation directors. Send automated 
notifications Tor new requests and follow them through 
the approval process-track buses out on trips. Enjoy the 
field trip; you’ve got Viafy!

V-Safe (Safety Button)
Hope for the best plan for the worst. In the case of an 
emergency, our integrated Safety Button will allow  
drivers to send a distress signal with bus information,  
GPS coordinates, address, and date and time of 
activation.

Visit www.busologytech.com or talk with a software specialist today  
to request a demonstration of Viafy software.
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